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I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript, entitled, "Somatic embryogenesis and plant regeneration from bulb, leaf and root explants of African blue lily (Agapanthus praecox sap. minimum)", has been accepted for publication in the Australian Journal of Crop Science.

As you might know, AJCS is an open access journal and costs of publication will be charged to authors. Therefore, you need to pay the following fees before publication.

Your manuscript will be published in www.cropj.com as soon as possible and you need to pay your contribution fee immediately.

Costs of Publication:

1) English grammar proofreading: N/A AUD
2) Editorial fee and typesetting: 380 AUD Dollar
3) Urgent publication scheme (100 AUD): Authors that are in urgent need to publish their papers can use this scheme.

370 AUD (Australian dollars) + 40 AUD as transaction fee =

Total: 410 AUD
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1) Mr. Ardashir Kharabian MASOULEH
   Bank name: Commonwealth Bank
   Bank Address: 86 Woodlark St
   Lismore, NSW 2480
   Australia
   Account number: 105939992
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